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INTRODUCTION 
 

Exeter City Council has been leading the way in low energy development for 8 years. This 

information pack gives some information on developments complete to date and those that will 

start on site in the near future: 

. Vaughan Road 

. Extra Care 

. St Sidwell’s Point 

Also contained is an insight into the environmental factors that form the core of all our 

developments. 

. Low energy Passivhaus 

. Climate ready 

. Healthy through Building Biology 

There is also some information on permaculture integrated landscape included. 

If you need any further information, please contact the Housing Development Team: 

Emma Osmundsen BSc (Hons) PgDip (Arch Conserv) MA, MRICS 

Housing Development Manager and Client Lead (New Build) 

Emma is a Chartered Building Surveyor with 20 years professional experience of 

development within the public, private and charitable sector.  She heads up a 

development team at Exeter City Council responsible for delivering new affordable 

housing across the city, including a portfolio of new build council homes.  Emma is 

also client Lead (New Build) for the Council’s major capital programme which 

includes the UK’s first passivhaus Leisure Centre and Bus Station. 

   01392 265869 emma.osmundsen@exeter.gov.uk 
 

 Caroline Massey BSc(Hons) PgDip(Housing) PgDip(Surv) CIHCM 

Senior Housing Development Officer and Certified Passivhaus Consultant. 

Caroline is the principle professional consultant within the Housing Development 

Team for the acquisition, pre-construction, construction and post construction 

elements of all new housing development commissioned by or in conjunction with 

Exeter City Council. 

 

01392 265819 caroline.massey@exeter.gov.uk 
 

Gary Stenning Housing Development Officer and Certified Passivhaus 

Consultant. 

Gary has worked in Housing Development at Exeter City Council for 11 years.  For 

the past 6 years, Gary has focused on developing new build Passivhaus Council 

Housing for the Council and reviewing Council owned land to look for 

development opportunities. 

Gary is also a Certified Passivhaus Consultant. 

01392 265870 gary.stenning@exeter.gov.uk  
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KNIGHTS PLACE 

Passivhaus Housing in Exeter  
These 18 flats are the first affordable, multi-residential buildings in the UK to be certified Passive 

Houses by the Passivhaus Institut. The design seeks to achieve a contemporary interpretation of 

vernacular residential forms. 

The asymmetric window arrangements on the gable ends contrasts with the symmetrical flank 

elevations.  In combination with the change in façade material, this adds interest and results in a 

playful design solution.  The resulting arrangement is sympathetic to the surrounding residential 

area, both in scale and detail.   Carefully scaled windows allow for optimum daylight and solar gain 

levels for enhanced environmental performance.  

The quality of materials and good quality fenestration offers residents a sense of place with a 

distinctive modern character which they can take pride in over the long term.  Access galleries 

provide circulation between units and sit partially behind the façade.  This clearly indicates the 

entrance and circulation routes whilst allowing them to be semi-protected from the elements.  

This is exemplar sustainable housing that is fully accessible according to Lifetime Homes Standards, 

specifically intended to encourage existing tenants to down-size.   

 

Low Energy Design including:  
. Thermal mass - reduces internal temperature fluctuations and reduces the risk of overheating in 

summer. 

. Super insulated building envelope - masonry walls are externally insulated and rendered to achieve 

high insulation levels and a U-value of no greater than 0.15W/m2K.  A clay tiled insulated roof 

construction achieves a U-value no greater than 0.10Wm2K and an insulated floor construction 

also achieves no greater than 0.10W/m2K.  All windows and doors are to be high performance with 

timber frames achieving a minimum 

. U-value of 0.85Wm2K. 

KNIGHTS PLACE 
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. Minimal thermal bridging. 

. Mechanical ventilation with high efficiency heat recovery - minimising ventilation heat losses 

through controlled ventilation, ensuring optimum indoor air quality and reduced heating 

requirements by retaining energy from exhaust air.  

. High levels of air tightness - less than 0.6 air changes per hours. 

. Daylight design - is maximised in all spaces and habitable rooms where possible to reduce reliance 

on artificial light and utilise solar gain. 

. Low water use strategies - use of low water use appliances significantly reduce mains water 

consumption below 80 litres/person/day.  

. Low carbon technologies and onsite renewables - solar hot water panels for each individual flat 

provide energy efficient hot water. 

.  Ecological landscape design strategies - all communal and private gardens have been designed to 

follow Permaculture principles and wildlife ‘corridors’ link the site to the existing local ecology.  

This holistic passive design strategy allows the units to be operated without a conventional heating 

system.  At the same time, it will avoid overheating in the summer and aims to have a minimal 

environmental impact.  

Material Selection and Healthy Buildings:  
Building materials and components have been carefully chosen to meet the performance 

requirements of a low energy building.  This includes considering materials according to the 

following principles:  

. Natural/recycled, locally, and sustainably sourced materials (to ISO 14001) where practical.  

. Low VOC organic paints, waxes and stains throughout.  

. Specification of timber from sustainably managed woodlands (e.g. FSC certified). 

. Avoiding the use of PVC by careful product selection   

. Reduced use of heavy metals (e.g. lead flashings to be stainless steel or zinc).  

. Electrical wiring in the bedrooms is radial to lessen the impact of electromagnetic fields (EMFs).  

. The building will be tested to ensure that sound transmission between flats is improved beyond 

the requirements of Part E of the Building Regulations. 

. Use of materials with low embodied energy, where appropriate. 

. Prevention of dust-mite infestation by specification of easily cleanable surfaces.  

 

Awards  
. Winner ‘Eco Building of the Year’ - Michelmore’s Western Morning News Commercial Property 

Awards 2012.  

. Winner ‘Innovation and Sustainability’ (with Rowan House) - Association of Retained Council 

Housing (ARCH) Awards 2012.  
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ROWAN HOUSE 

Passivhaus Housing in Exeter  
Together with Knights Place, the 3 flats of Rowan House at Sivell Place, Exeter are the first 

affordable, multi-residential buildings in the UK to be certified Passive Houses by the Passivhaus 

Institut. 

When the client, Exeter City Council, was offered a funding opportunity by the HCA to develop 

council housing in Exeter, it was decided to use this chance to provide exemplary, affordable 

housing, built to the highest standard of sustainable construction. 

The site is situated within a Conservation Area in Exeter with a Grade II listed building on the 

adjacent site to the west and a locally listed building to the east that has recently been converted for 

residential use.  

Primary Design Objectives:  
. To develop a sustainable and healthy affordable housing scheme to meet Code 4 of the Code for 

Sustainable Homes and the Passivhaus standard. 

. To achieve a contemporary interpretation of vernacular forms that is respectful of its residential 

context in terms of scale and massing, and that will be attractive to ‘down-sizing’ tenants.  

. To provide down-sizing units throughout, to be fully accessible in accordance with Lifetimes Homes 

Standards. 

To meet the stringent Passivhaus standard, the development was required to achieve exceptional 

levels of airtightness with an air permeability target as low as 0.3m3/m2/hr.  This, together with high 

levels of insulation,high performance windows and doors, thermal bridge free detailing and the use 

of a more than 90% efficient mechanical ventilation with heat recovery system, reduced the overall 

heating demand to a minimum so that a traditional heating system was not required. 

Achieving the Passivhaus standard was only possible through the combined effort of the design team 

developing the air tightness strategy and detailing, the site management team and builders for 

implementing this strategy and finally the client for their commitment and passion to deliver an 

ROWAN HOUSE 
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outstanding, exemplary housing scheme.  Purely through passive design elements, Rowan House will 

use approximately 90% less heating energy when compared to a standard UK building (built to 

current Building Regulation requirements).  In other words, Rowan House could be heated by the 

equivalent of 1.5 litre of heating oil per m2  per year, i.e. 15kWh of thermal energy per m2 per year, 

or 60p per m  per year (based on a price for heating oil of 40p per litre), making it truly affordable for 

its future tenants without compromising on comfort or indoor air quality. 

 

Key Qualities of the Design:  
. The quality of materials and subtle fenestration offer residents a sense of place with an 

appropriate ‘quiet’ character within the conservation area which they can take pride in over the 

long term.  

. Code 4 of the CSH  

. All occupants gain private gardens, designed using Permaculture principles. 

.  

. Building design based on the Passivhaus method ensures minimal space and hot water heating 

requirements and greatly reduced carbon emissions. 

. Solar panels serving each individual unit further reduce the energy demand for domestic hot 

water.  

. Designed to meet CSH best practice daylight levels.   

. Independently assessed under the Building for Life standard with a final score of 18.5 out of 20.  

. Low water use fittings reduce the water consumption to less than 80 litres/person/day.  

The flats have a number of features designed to improve the health of their tenants including the 

use of ceramic floor tiles instead of carpet to reduce dust mite infestation, minimal volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), no PVC throughout (including any pipes and wiring) and radial electric circuits to 

reduce electromagnetic radiation (EMF).   

This building shows that we can defeat fuel poverty and combat climate change at the same time.  

Rowan House is amongst the most energy efficient and healthy homes in the UK.  The super-

insulated building uses a fraction of the energy of traditionally constructed new buildings and will 

allow for extremely low running costs.  There will soon be a time when we wonder why we ever 

thought heating our homes with valuable and scarce fossil fuels was a sensible thing to do.  

Awards:  

. LABC South West Building Excellence Awards: Shortlisted ‘Best Social Housing Development’; 

Shortlisted ‘Best Technical Development’; Shortlisted ‘Best Sustainable Development’ 

 

. Association of Retained Council Housing (ARCH):Winner ‘Innovation and Sustainability’ with 

Knights Place 
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REED WALK, SILVERBERRY 
CLOSE AND BARBERRY CLOSE 

Passivhaus, Healthy Homes for Exeter City Council Tenants 
The development of 20 terraced houses across three sites, including three fully wheelchair 

accessible units, at Reed Walk and Barberry Close were developed by Exeter City Council (ECC) to 

deliver high-quality, affordable, healthy, Passivhaus homes for Exeter’s social tenants. 

Completed in the summer of 2015, the three schemes are part of the second wave of council-own-

build developments in Exeter designed to optimise underused sites in the city.   

The design of the houses utilises dense concrete blockwork walls, wrapped with high levels of 

external wall insulation and colourful render.  The combination of high internal thermal mass, 

insulation, thermal-bridge-free design, and exceptional airtightness will result in excellent, stable 

comfort levels and very low energy bills for occupiers. 

The houses tackle fuel poverty and provide exemplar living conditions with the specification of 

healthy building materials based on Building Biology principles featuring: 

. non-toxic materials 

. organic materials 

. designing out the risk of dust mites 

. minimising electromagnetic radiation by good wiring design and specification 

. high levels of thermal comfort 

. high levels of natural daylight  

 Air quality in the homes is maintained to a high standard via highly-efficient mechanical ventilation 

with heat recovery (MVHR), and is also achieved by the specification of non-toxic materials and 

finishes such as mineral paints and organic waxes. 

SILVERBERRY CLOSE 
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 The external colours were carefully developed to reflect natural building materials of the Exeter 

area such as Devon sandstone, blue lias, green marble, clay brick and Heavitree stone.  

Internally, a distilled palette of high-quality, robust materials accentuates simple, efficient floor 

plans. 

 Ecological landscape design strategies have been employed for the site with all communal and 

private garden areas designed to follow permaculture principles. Bird boxes are mounted on the 

building, whilst habitats for bats, swifts and insects have been installed throughout the site 

establishing wildlife corridors linking the site to existing local ecology. 

 The fourteen houses at Silverberry Close and Barberry Close were presented as winners of the 
'Domestic New Build' category at the 2015 INCA Awards. 
 

  
 
REED WALK 

BARBERRY CLOSE 
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VAUGHAN ROAD APARTMENTS 

Housing for the over 60s 
This new development of 26 one and two bedroom apartments will provide quality housing that for 

elderly residents.  It is proposed to encourage elderly people, including those whose resident 

families have reduced in size, to exchange their larger houses for the flats.  This will allow these 

houses to be made available for larger families, assisting in relieving a local family housing shortage. 

Designed by architects Gale and Snowden, these new homes will be designed to the highest 

standards of energy efficient design.  The architects have employed passive design principles to 

ensure that, through a fabric first approach, the buildings use minimum amounts of energy and 

water; whilst being comfortable, easy to use and healthy for the occupants.  

The Primary Design Objectives 
. to develop a sustainable and healthy affordable housing scheme and meet Passivhaus certification 

requirements.   

. to achieve a contemporary interpretation of vernacular forms that is respectful of its residential 

context in terms of scale and massing, and that will be attractive to ‘down-sizing’ tenants.  

. to minimise the building’s carbon footprint by meeting the highest levels of energy efficiency and 

ecological design standards.  

. to provide down-sizing units throughout, to be fully accessible according to Lifetime Homes 

Standards with a communal lift to assist with vertical access. 

Key Qualities of the Design  
. The design seeks to mediate between Rennes Tower and adjacent smaller scale buildings in a 

contemporary and respectful manner.  The sloping roof creating a fifth elevation covered with a 

well detailed standing seam metal roof. 

. The elevational treatment of carefully scaled windows allows for the best practice daylight and 

solar gain levels for optimum environmental performance and to contribute to a healthy 

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: VAUGHAN ROAD APARTMENTS 
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environment at the same time.  The quality of materials, distinctive fenestration and proportions 

will offer residents a sense of a place with a strong character that they can take pride in over the 

long term.  

. To be exemplar sustainable housing that is fully accessible according to Lifetime Homes Standards, 

specifically intended to encourage existing tenants to down-size.   

. The building design features fully glazed recessed main entrances and circulation areas.  This 

clearly indicates the entrance and circulation routes as you approach the scheme.   

. Residents will share communal landscaped garden space.  Ground floor occupants will gain private 

patios, and first, second and third floor residents have fully wheel chair accessible balconies and 

further reaching views.  

All flats have been designed to maximum gross internal area standards as recommended by current 

government directives to make the flats as attractive as possible for down-sizing.        

 

 
ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: VAUGHAN ROAD APARTMENTS 

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: VAUGHAN ROAD APARTMENTS 
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EXTRA CARE 

A home for life 

Extra Care is a scheme designed to provide 50 affordable homes for residents over 55 with care 

needs. The site sits within a new residential development called Millbrook Village situated off 

Topsham Road approximately 1.5 miles from Exeter City Centre.  

Extra Care housing can provide tenants with a home for life, offering the choice of different levels of 

care and support as and when required. This accommodation can help avoid the need for residents 

to move onto other forms of supported housing. Residents can live independently whilst enjoying 

the sense of community and companionship that a range of communal facilities can provide with the 

added benefit of care provision if required. 

Key Objectives 

The key objectives for creating an exemplar Extra Care scheme are: 

. Innovative: To incorporate the latest thinking with regards to elderly and dementia care design. 

. Low energy: The building is designed to meet the rigorous Passivhaus energy standard which can 

reduce energy bills by 80% of those of a standard build. 

. Climate proof: The building is designed to cope with the projected climate data for the year 2050. 

. Healthy: The building will use natural finishes with low VOC content and be well daylit and 

ventilated to create a healthy environment. The building is designed to building biology principles 

using non-toxic and organic materials, minimising the risk of electromagnetic radiation, high levels 

of daylighting, ventilation and thermal comfort. 

. Desirable: To employ high quality design and materials to create an enviable place to live. 

. Homely: To achieve a domestic, non-institutional and secure feel to the building to make resident 

feel comfortable and at home. 

. Community: to create a strong sense of community within the development with  spaces  for  

people  to  meet  neighbours  and  family  and  engage  in activities together. 

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: EXTRA CARE GARDEN VIEW 
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Communal facilities will include: 
. Cafe / Restaurant 

. Communal Lounge 

. Hairdressers / Therapy Suite 

. Multi purpose Hobby Spaces 

. Roof Terrace 

. A large communal garden with productive areas and external activity zones 

The scheme’s concept is based around creating an efficient form to maximise the use of a tight site. 

The form has then been manipulated to minimise long corridor runs. This also helps to create direct 

visual links from residents’ apartments to communal spaces and external spaces to maximise the 

potential for social engagement and give an intimate scale to the internal spaces. 

The scheme is currently in the early design stages with a planning application currently targeted for 
submission at the end of the year. The scheme will be complete in Spring 2018. 
 

 

 

 

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: EXTRA CARE ENTRANCE VIEW 

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: EXTRA CARE BIRD’S EYE VIEW 
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ST SIDWELL’S POINT 

Passivhaus Pool and Leisure Centre for Exeter  
The building project is the design and build of a new state of the art indoor municipal pool facility in 

Exeter, including a main National/County standard swimming pool and a learners' pool with 

supporting facilities together with dry sports facilities.   

Architectural Concept  
The general massing of the leisure centre is divided into two entities- wet and dry. These two zones 

are ‘cupped’ together in a form, naturally generated by the curves of Paris Street and Cheeke Street, 

which wrap around the site. The retail pedestrian Street at the North of the building is purposely 

continued in the direction of flow into and through the building, past the reception to the café with 

views of the pool halls, as a destination point. This sense of connectivity extends beyond the site 

towards Princesshay, to create more permeability through the area and it generally improves 

pedestrian friendly linkages between the site and its surroundings. 

Brief  
. Café (50 seats)    

. Main Pool with moveable floor   

. Learner Pool with moveable floor   

. 100 spectator seats   

. Confidence Water pool   

. 150 station Fitness Gym   

. Small studio at 70m2   

. Main studio at 250m2  

. 380m2 Health Suite : Spa offering   

. Changing Facilities   

. Soft play area (double height in part)  

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: VIEW FROM HEAVITREE ROAD 
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Key design standards to be implemented:  
. Passivhaus Standard 

. Building Biology IBN best practice guidance in healthy design 

. Best practice guidance developed under the Technology Strategies Board’s (TSB) ‘Design 4 Future 

Climate’ programme 

  

Key benefits from implementing these strategies will be: 
. 70% saving on energy costs when compared to a current good practice pool  

. 50% reduction in water use. Outstanding water and air quality  

. Excellent day light levels 

. Healthy, uncompromised, uplifting, comfortable indoor climate  

. Lower maintenance costs due to better quality building elements 

. Resilience from predicted future climate change  

. 

 

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: COMPETITION POOL 

ARCHITECT’S CONCEPT: FITNESS GYM 
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EXESEED 
 

Exeter City Council have recently set up the Exeter Sustainable Energy Efficient Developments 

(EXESeed) Contractors Framework to assist in the procurement of contractors to deliver energy 

efficient developments across the City. 

 

Exeter City Council are committed to sustainable development through the delivery of healthy, low 

energy and climate ready buildings. As part of this commitment the Council has set up the EXESeed 

Framework which is a 4 year agreement with building contractors.  It will be used by the City Council 

to procure contractors for the Council’s pipeline of energy efficient developments which include an 

Extra Care scheme consisting of 53 apartments at Millbrook Lane and St Sidwell’s Point, the Council’s 

new swimming pool and leisure centre as part of the City Centre bus station redevelopment.    

 

The EXESeed Framework has appointed local small and medium sized building contractors as well as 

national building contractors.  This will help the local economy and help provide employment 

opportunities for local people.  The Framework will encourage contractors to create local 

apprenticeship opportunities creating additional benefit to the local economy. 

 

Exeter City Council would like to encourage other public sector bodies such as local authorities, 

universities and the NHS to use the Framework to provide access to building contractors committed 

to delivering low energy sustainable developments. 
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PASSIVHAUS 
 
 

The Passivhaus Standard  

Passivhaus is a voluntary energy performance standard and design methodology. Since the 

Passivhaus concept was established in the early 1990s, this concept has been considerably refined 

and has become the world leading standard in energy efficient design and construction. Today, more 

than 30,000 buildings including dwellings, schools, offices and sports halls have been built to the 

Passivhaus standard.  

Detailed research and scientific monitoring on these projects have proven that using the Passivhaus 

methodology will reduce the energy demand of a building by up to 90% of that of a standard UK 

building (if built to current Building Regulation requirements). In other words, a Passivhaus could be 

heated by the equivalent of 1.5 litres of heating oil per m2 per year, i.e. 15kWh of thermal energy per 

m2 per year, or 60p per m per year (based on a price for heating oil of 40p a litre) without 

compromising on comfort or indoor air quality. This is typically achieved through high levels of 

insulation, exceptional air tightness, high performance windows and doors and highly efficient 

mechanical ventilation systems with heat recovery (MVHR). 

Passivhaus, CSH and BREEAM 
BREEAM and the Code for Sustainable Homes are both environmental assessment methodologies 

that look at the entire construction process as a whole and a rating is awarded where a development 

exceeds Building Regulation Requirements. Amongst other things they cover items like water use, 

sustainable transport, waste management, materials and also energy use. With regards to energy 

use these assessments rely on SBEM or SAP. These tools have been developed to check compliance 

with current regulations and are not suitable to predict the actual energy demand of a building. 

Research has shown that in the past projects have consistently fallen short to deliver the predicted 

energy savings and often had as high energy costs as a standard building. 

KNIGHTS PLACE 
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Passivhaus is a design methodology to develop comfortable, healthy low energy homes. It focuses 

on internal comfort, high air quality and sets a target level for energy consumption that has to be 

met. Monitored Passivhaus projects abroad but also in the UK have proven that the predicted 

energy savings of built Passivhaus’es are regularly achieved making it one of the most reliable design 

and construction methods for low energy buildings. 

 However, both BREEAM and Passivhaus can be 

combined to assess the entire construction process and 

deliver a low energy building with truly low running 

costs that live up to clients’ expectations. 

 

Achieving the Passivhaus Standard 

To achieve the Passivhaus standard, the actual 

performance in terms of comfort levels and energy 

efficiency, needs to be calculated during the design 

process, prior to construction. The performance 

includes thermal comfort (during winter and summer), 

indoor air quality and energy consumption. 

To support designers, the Passivhaus Institute in 

Germany has developed a design methodology and a 

calculation tool to assess the energy consumption of a 

Passivhaus - the Passivhaus Planning Package (PHPP).  

  

SILVERBERRY CLOSE 
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BUILDING BIOLOGY 

Healthy by Design 
By incorporating healthy design principles in the design from the outset a building or landscape can 

provide an uplifting and life enhancing environment. Often people are unaware that their built 

environment can be detrimental to their health. 

Building Biology is the holistic study of the man-made environment, human health and ecology; it is 

the science of creating healthy, life enhancing buildings that work with natural systems and 

resources. At the heart of Building Biology lies the notion that nature is the golden standard to which 

we should be designing, so that for instance, air and water quality and electromagnetic radiation 

levels should match as close to nature as possible.  

Building Biology is a living subject that brings together fields of study that are otherwise taught in 

isolation.  It is an interconnecting science that bring together many facets relating to health and 

construction including: biology, medicine, building physics, chemistry and ecology. Building Biology 

or Baubiologie was founded in Germany by a group of professionals from a variety of disciplines 

concerned about the inability of post-war housing to support health and ecology. The movement has 

expanded to other countries and now is the recognised authority on healthy building design. 

The key elements that Building Biology considers are:  

. Air –  high indoor air quality  

. Water –  clean water supplies and treatment  

. Materials –  the use of non toxic and natural materials that are vapour permeable  

. Energy –  reduction of Electomagnetic Radiation ( EMR )  

The Council believes that healthy design is at the core of good design for both buildings and 

landscapes.  It is important to carefully consider both how buildings are designed and the choice of 

REED WALK 
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materials used.  By incorporating Building Biology healthy design principles in the design from the 

outset a building or landscape can provide an uplifting and life enhancing environment.   

 

 

  
ROWAN HOUSE 
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CLIMATE READY 

Designing for future climate scenarios  
The climate is changing.  Considering the life expectancy of our buildings this will particularly impact 

on the construction industry.  The majority of buildings constructed today will still be in use in the 

second half of this century when wetter winters and drier summers will affect existing buildings and 

alter the requirements of new ones. Whatever the cause of climate change, we will need to adapt 

our buildings so that they can cope with higher temperatures, more extreme weather and changes 

in rainfall. According to scientific data climate change is likely to cause a rise in average 

temperatures by 4-6 degrees over the next 80 years.  

Current climate trends already show, we will need to adapt our built environment, to deal with a 

climate that will be significantly different from that in which it evolved.  During the heat wave in 

2003 in France, there were 14,802 heat-

related deaths mostly among the elderly 

(French National Institute of Health). Most 

people did not know how to react to very 

high temperatures and most residential 

facilities built in the last 50 years were not 

equipped to perform under these 

conditions.   

Projections prepared by the Oxford 

Institute for Sustainable Development 

(Oxford Brookes University) show that 

most homes in the UK will suffer from overheating in summer beyond 2050 and some already from 

2030.  

Already there has been an increase in the average number of Cooling Degree Days (CDD) in the UK, 

between 1961 and 2006. At the same time the average number of Heating Degree Days (HDD) in the 

UK has decreased between 1961 and 2006, and future UK weather scenarios indicate a further 30% 

decreased number of Heating Degree Days by 2080.  These results are consistent with research 

carried out by the CIBSE.  

KNIGHTS PLACE 
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Although there is a growing consensus amongst 

scientists that the climate will change, we still 

design and optimise our buildings based on past 

experience. 

Building designers generally use weather data 

from the past to optimise their designs and 

simply assume that the weather will remain 

consistent.  

Enabled by funding from the Technology 

Strategy Board, Gale & Snowden and Exeter City 

Council has been at the forefront to develop 

integrated design strategies that help to extend 

the useful life of a building. By using future probabilistic weather data, building designs can be future 

proofed against the effects from climate change without necessarily adding costs to a project. 

Results from these projects have indicated that the same low energy passive design principles that 

help to reduce heat losses can be equally successful to future proof a building against the risks of 

climate change and reduce the frequency of overheating in summer as long as a successful 

ventilation strategy can be implemented. 

Some strategies more typical for buildings in Southern European climates could become applicable 

for the UK under future UK weather scenarios.   
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PERMACULTURE DESIGN 
 

Exeter City Council seek to ensure all of their new build schemes incorporate 
permaculture design principles. 

Integrated Permaculture Landscape Design Solutions  
By designing with natural systems, benefits can be achieved for all organisms sharing the site and 

until this is achieved, a development cannot claim to be sustainable. 

Landscapes can be designed to meet key human needs of food, water, energy and shelter in a way 

that also enhances the natural environment. This can be achieved by employing Permaculture design 

principles.   

By understanding how biological systems work in nature and applying them to human settlement 

design, these principles can be harnessed to design inspiring, productive and biodiversity rich 

environments that by intelligent design are low maintenance and self-perpetuating. 

 

Benefits Of Ecological Landscaping Include: 
. Lower energy inputs by reducing chemical and mechanical interventions  

. Lower maintenance requirements and reduced running costs due to the above reduction of inputs 

. Lower water consumption  

. Reduce wind chill factors onto buildings and external spaces potentially by over 50% 

. Educational – linking user input and outputs and providing a connection for people with the natural 

environment   

. Reduce transportation pollution by using bioregional resources 

. Enhance the ecology of a site  
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Key Principles Of Ecological Landscaping:  
. Understand the landscape – Design from knowledge. 

Obtain as much information about the site as possible 

before commencing design work. Include topographical 

and species surveys.  

. Preserve ecologically valuable features – protect rare 

species or particularly good specimens.  

. Bio-Region – Consider the locality beyond the site 

boundaries and the bio-regional climate as this may 

affect the design.  

. Natural principles – Design with nature by following 

natural processes. Set up beneficial relationships. Mimic 

natural ecosystems to avoid the use of chemicals or 

unnecessary work.  

. Microclimatic design – Exploit existing or create new 

microclimates, benefiting flora, fauna and people.  

. Bio-Diversity – Habitat creation and careful species 

selection is essential to a successful robust ecological 

landscape design  

. Water in the landscape – Consider available water 

resources on site such as spring water, rainwater, grey-water and black-water. Water is an 

increasingly valuable resource and approximately 20% of a site should be considered for 

aquatic/wetland habitat.  

. Nutrient recycling – Consider mechanisms to recycle nutrients on site, retaining/adding to site 

fertility.  

. Food production – Consider food production systems for people and farmed animals/wildlife.  

. Structures in the landscape – Consider introducing man-made structures such as earth mounds, 

walls, walled gardens, pergolas, climbing structures, fencing, etc. to create microclimates, increase 

habitats and provide landscape features.  

. Zoning – Designing for frequency of use is often advantageous to reduce unnecessary 

work/movement  

. Wild-life corridors – Ensure that wildlife has enough cover to be able to penetrate all suitable 

areas of site.  

. Aesthetics – Successful ecological landscaping also requires thoughtful aesthetic design taking into 

account user requirements, historical references, etc.  
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